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Quantum mechanicalstudiesof distortions and polymerization of borate polyhedra
AsFra Gupre eno J. A. TossBr-rDepartment of Chemistry
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742
Abstract
Ab initio self-consistent-field(SCF) molecular orbital (MO) theory has been used to
calculate energy optimized B-O bond lengths (R(B-O)) for BO3- and optimized R(B-O)
and zB-o-B for B(oH)r (D$ and C3, symmetry), H2BOBH2, (OH)2BOB (OH)2,
H2BOHBH}, B:Ol-, B3O6H3and AIO2BO. At the STO-3G minimum basis set level
calculated R(B-O) for the neutral clusters differ from experiment by no more than 0.04A.
STO-3GcalculationsonH2BOBH2and(OH)zBOB(OH)2predict
LB-O-Bof 126'and 130",
respectively,with the predictedvalue for H2BOBH2beingin good agreementwith values
predicted using larger basis sets and with valuesfor both moleculesbeing near the rangeof
values (128-133")observedin crystalline B2O3.Protonationof the oxygen in H2BOBH2
causesalmost no changein calculated ZB-G-B but does produce a calculated increasein
R(B-O) which is in agreementwith observedbond length-bond strength sum systematics.
For the (OH)3BOS(OH)| clusterthe calculatedSTO-3Gvalueof ZB-O-Si is 125',in good
agreementwith averageobservedvalues of 125-128"for such angles.STO-3G calculations
on the B3O6H3ring reproducethe orderingof R(B-O) observedin K3B3O6,with distances
internal to the ring larger than those external, and give a LB-O-B in good agreementwith
the experimental value af 122.7'. The (OH)zBOB(OH)2results also indicate that smaller
valence electron charge buildup occurs in bridging than in nonbridging B-O bonds.

Introduction

show significant variation with the choice of expansion
basisset (Ernst et al., l98l).
A serious limitation of semiempirical MO methods is
their poor prediction of equilibrium bond lengths. This,
however, has been one of the major achievementsof ab
initio SCF MO methods;bond distancesand bond angles
for small moleculeshave regularly been reproducedwithin a few percent of their experimental values (Thomson,
1978;Collins et al., 1976;Schmiedekampet al., 1979;
Wallmeier and Kutzelnige, 1979).Ab initio theory has
also been reasonably successful in the calculation and
assignmentofvertical ionization potentials for both core
and valence electrons (Schwartz, 1977\. In the area of
quantum mineralogy, ab initio SCF MO methods have
yielded accurate values for: (l) equilibrium bond distances and vibrational frequencies in triangular borate
(Gupta and Tossell, l98l), carbonate and nitrate ions
(Radom, 1976;JuIg and Letoquart, 1978);(2) equilibrium
bond lengths in four coordinated hydroxy anions offirst
row elements(Gupta et al., l98l); (3) X-ray emissionand
photoelectron spectra for quartz and vitreous silica (Gilbert et a1.,1973;Newton and Gibbs, t97D;@) tetrahedral
bond length and bridging angle variations for framework
silicates (Newton and Gibbs, 1980);and (5) the bulk
modulus of low quartz (O'Keefe et al., 1980).
Boron displays either three- or four-fold coordination

Many features of mineral structure and spectra have
recently been explained using molecular quantum mechanical methods (Tossell and Gibbs, 1977; Tossell,
1979). Ear|y investigations were limited to the use of
semiempirical molecular orbital (MO) methods such as
extended Huckel and complete neglect of differential
overlap (CNDO). Calculations were carried out on discrete molecular clusters chosen to model the solid minerals. The extendedHuckel calculationsdemonstratedcorrelations between experimental bond lengths, bond
anglesand Mulliken overlap populations consistent with
observedtrends (Tossell and Gibbs, 1977and references
therein; Schlenkeret al., 1978).CNDO calculationson
the model moleculeH3SiOSiH3(Tosselland Gibbs, 1978;
Meagheret al., 1979)yielded an energy optimized Si-OSi angleof 150'in good agreementwith thoseobservedin
gaseousH3SiOSiH3(144') and the H3SiOSiH3molecular
crystal (142o,Barrow et al., 1979)and with the average
value (148") observed for a number of crystalline SiO2
polymorphs. Although later ab fnillo self-consistent-field
(SCF) MO calculations have generally substantiatedthe
semiempiricalcalculations (e.9., Newton and Gibbs,
1980;Geisingerand Gibbs, l98l), it has sometimesbeen
found (e.9., in (SiH:)zO) that calculated bond angles
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with oxygen in borate minerals as expected from boronoxygen radius ratio considerations (Pauling, 1929).Ow
earlier calculations(Gupta and Tossell, l98l) using ab
initio SCF MO theory and minimum STO-3Gbasis sets
for the molecular clusters B(OH)3 and B(OH)+ yielded
energy optimized B-O bond lengthswithin .04A of the
average values observed in borate minerals. Ab initio
calculationsemployinglargerbasissetshave also yielded
accurate geometric parametersfor a number of gaseous
molecules containing B-O bonds (Fjelding et al., 1980),
but no application of the results to solid materials has
beenmade.Our previous4-3lG calculationon BOl- in its
equilibrium geometry was also used to predict the X-ray
emissionspectra(XES) and photoelectronspectra(PES)
of crystallineB2O3.The presentpaperis a continuationof
our effort to understandbonding and electronic structure
of borate minerals quantum mechanically. We have first
repeatedour calculationson BO]- and B(OH)I monomeric units, usinglargerexpansionbasissetsand less severe
symmetryconstraints.We have also fully optimizedthe
geometryof H2BOBH2,a simplemodelfor cornersharing
triangular borate, using a number of different expansion
basissetsin order to evaluatethe reliability of smallbasis
set results for this species. The effect of bond strength
sum on R(B-O) is modeled by calculations on
H2BOHBH| and A1O2BO, borate ring geometries are
studied through calculations on the trimeric cluster
B3O6H3and the optimum value of the ZB-O-Si in
(OH)3BOSi(OH)t is calculated. For the dimer
(OH)2BOB(OH)2calculationsat the valencedouble zeta
level are usedto obtain valenceelectrondifferencedensity maps.
Computational details
The SCF MO theory on which this paper is basedwas
developedby Roothaan(1951).A comprehensiveintroduction to this theory has been given by Schaefer(1972).
The ab inilio SCF MO calculationswere carried out using
the programsHoNDo(Dupuiset al., 1977)or an extended
version of HoNoo called cAMESs(Dupuis et al., 1980).
The STO-3Gbases(Hehre et al., 1969,1970)employed
standardmolecular exponents for the Slater type atomic
orbitals, e.9., a Hls exponent of 1.24 comparedto the
optimum value of 1.0 in free H. Our earlier studieswith
optimum atomic exponents (Stewart, 1969)yielded H-H
distances (and consequently ZB-O-B in HzBOBHz)
which were considerablylarger than experiment.4-3lG
basis sets of valence double zeta quality were also
employedfor some of the geometry and electron distribution studies. For H and O 4-31G baseswere obtained
directlyfrom the tabulationof Ditchfieldet al. (1971).For
B the 4-3lG basis of Hehre and Pople (1972)was employed. We also carried out calculationson H2BOBH2
with a d polarizationfunction of exponent0.95on O. It is
known that such polarization functions can significantly
affect calculatedanglesat divalent oxygen (Pople,1977;
Bader and Gangi, 1975).The exponentvalue of 0.95 for

03d was chosento make our calculationscompatible with
those of Fjeldberg et al., (1980). In construction of
valence electron density diference maps we have used
double zeta qu,alitySlater orbital wavefunctions for the
neutral spherical atoms (Clementi and Roetti, 1974).The
lack of strict comparability of molecular (4-3lG) and
atomic (double zeta Slater) basis sets makes accurate
calculationof absolute difference densitiesimpossible.
Indeed, inclusion of polarization functions and corrections for thermal motion would be necessary for this
purpose (Coppensand Stevens, 1977).Rather, we are
interestedin changesin valence electron differencedensity betweenour presentcalculationson dimersand previous oneson monomers(Guptaand Tossell,1981)employing the same combination of molecular and free atom
basesas in the presentcase.For molecularclusterswith
high symmetry,small numbersof non-H atomsand using
small basis sets (e.9., H2BOBH2, B3O6H3)complete
geometry optimizations were done using the cRADScF
procedure(Komornicki et al., 1977)implementedin the
cAMESSprogram. In other cases,certain geometricparameters were held fixed (e.9., R[B-OI in [OH]z
BOBIOH]r) and optimized parameterswere determined
by parabolic interpolation.
It is important to note that some of the molecular
clusters employed here are not stable gas phase molecules but merely model systems.Thus, a completeoptimizationof their geometryto high precisionis meaningless.Rather,we are concernedwith the developmentof a
simple modelingprocedure which will enableus to understand averagevalues and rangesofgeometric parameters
in complex solids. The modelingaspect of our calculations must constantly be borne in mind while assessing
the results. We have also restrictedthe basisset size in
our calculationsto reducecomputerexpenseand because
we are mainly concernedwith the geometric and electronic trends observed in large systems rather than with the
accuratereproduction of the properties of small gasphase
molecules.
Although our work is to a large extent a computer
"experiment" designedto define the nature of appropriate cluster models for minerals, previous experience
suggestsseveralprinciples to be used in generatingthe
clusters and interpreting the results. First, the cluster
model works best for the study of geometriesif bonds
internal to the cluster are strongerand more covalent than
the externalbonds. For example,in B(OH)r(S) the B-O
bonds are stronger than the H bonds holding the solid
structuretogether.Second,bonds near the middle of the
cluster are more accurately described than those on the
periphery. Thus B-O bond distanceswould be more
accuratethan O-H distancesin B(OH):. Third, proper
coordination number is very important for metal atoms
and less critical for anions. Fourth, the total cluster
charge must be kept small. A qualitative analysis (Tossell, l98l) indicates that for a simple M(OH)' anion
calculated bond distances will be exaggeratedby an
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amount varying as (cluster charge)2/metalcation charge. Table l. Calculated and experimental geometries of triangular
boratemonomers(distancesin A)
A simple way to obtain nearly neutral clusters is by
profonation,e.g.,by convertingBOl- into HrBOl. How8{Bo9}.
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the averagevaluesof such parametersin a rangeof solids.
For example, the calculated B-O distance in H3BO3
a, curr et al. ' r97o
should be compared with average distances between
(three-coordinate)
B and O in solids.Even this corresponb. Zachariasen. 1954
dence will not be obtained if forces outside the cluster
unit are large and/or are biased in one direction (e.9., to
increase the B-O distance) rather than being randomly with the gas phase electron diffraction result of 1.359
(quotedin Fjeldberget al.,1980).
distributedwhen a rangeof solids is considered.
An examination of bond lengths and bond angles in
borate minerals containing distorted triangular BO]groups reveals that usually longer B-O bond lengths
Results of computations
involve naffower O-B-O bond angles.Schlenkeret a/.,
Triangular borate monome rs
(1978)usingextendedHuckel calculationsand the resultAs shown in Table 1, the calculatedequilibrium geome-- ing Mulliken bond overlap populations have drawn the
same conclusion. To find out whether an energy minitry of BOl- is of D36symmetryand has R(B-O) = l.4l9A
usingan STO-3Gbasissetand 1.435Afor the 4-3lG basis, mum exists correspondingto the bond angle-bond length
both of wlich are longer than the experimental values of correlation described above the procedure of Schlenker
1.34-1.40A.The increasein calculatedR(B-O) with basis et al. (1978)for defining apical and basal bonds and a and
set expansionis surprisingsince 4-3lG calculatedbond B angleswas adopted. For an XY3 group with all atoms in
distancesare generallysmallerthan STO-3Gvalues.For the same plane and Czu point symmetry there is one
X-Y
the isoelectronic ions NOi and COI- calculated dis- apical X-Y bond and two equivalent equatorial
Yapical-x-Ybasal
as
the
angle
is
defined
bonds.
The
c
tances decreasefrom STO-3G to 4-31G by 0.059 and
Ybasal -x-Ybasal
0.0254, respectively(Radom, 1976).It thus appearsthat angle while p is one of the equivalent
the changein bond distancewith basisset is a function of angles. STO-3G calculationswith a fixed at 115' and
total charge. As the total charge becomesmore negative basal bond lengths at 1.3984 (the STO-3G equilibrium
the calculated4-3lG bond distanceincreasesmore rapid- bond distance for ZB-O-H : ll4') were performed at a
ly than the STO-3G. A similar result was observedfor number of different apical B-O bond lengths. The miniC?r-Av Radom (1976) with the calculated 4-3lG bond mum energy geometry was forlnd for an elongatedapical
distancebeing Ionger than the STO-3G value by .059A. B-O bond distance of 1.403A. These results thus are
Ahlrichs (1975)has noted that if a SCF MO calculation consistent with the observed bond angle-bond length
givespositive eigenvaluesfor any of the occupiedMO's correlation, with narrower G-B-O bond angles generatthe calculated energy may be lowered by admixture of ing longerB-O bonds. However, the effectofbond angle
continuumfunctionsinto theseMO's. The highestenergy upon bond length is smaller than that observed experioccupiedMO's of NO3 have negativeeigenvalueswhile mentally (Schlenkeret al., 1978).Similar results have
those of CO3- are slightly positive and those of BO3- been obtained from ab initio SCF calculationson distortstrongly positive (e : +11 eV for the highest energy ed Si(OH)aby Newton and Gibbs(1980),i.e., the trend of
occupiedMO). Thus, basisset expansionfor anionsmay Si-O bond length with O-Si-O angle was in the correct
Iead to different results than for neutral molecules. Of direction but was smaller than observed experimentally.
course,both STO-3Gand 4-3lG distancesare considera- Theseresultssuggestthat considerationoflarger clusters
bly larger than the observed experimental distances as will be necessaryto accurately reproduce the experimenexpectedfor highly negative ions (Tossell, l98l). This tal results.
problem is easily corrected by protonation of the cluster
Corner sharing triangular borate dimers
leadingto STO-3Gand 4-3lG valuesfor R(B-O) and LBO-H in good agreementwith experiment (Table 1; STOCrystallineBzOr(Gurr et al.,1970)and the pyroborates
3G and 4-3lG calculated O-H distancesare 0.98 and (Wells, 1975) possess corner sharing triangular borate
0.954, respectively,also consistentwith expectedval- units with bridging angles, LBOB, in the range of 128ues). Calculationson HB(OH)2 (Fjeldberg et al., 1980) 153'. In order to model such B-O-B linkages, calculaemploying 3d function-son O yield an averagepredicted tions were performed on the molecular clusters
B-O distanceof 1.371Awhich is almostidenticalto our 4- H2BOBH2and (OH)zBOB(OH)2.Resultsare presentedin
3lG calculatedvalue for B(OH[ and is in good agreement Table2. A C2"geometrywas chosen,with all atomslying
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Table 2. Calculated and experimental geometries of triangular
borate dimers (distancesin A)

HZBOBHZ

R(B'O)
<B-0-B

s T o -3 G

i;6.i"

4- 31G+03d
1.370^
125.8"

s T o -3 G 4 - 3 1 G
130
144

( o H )r B 0 B ( 0 H ) ,

<B-0-B

B u0 r ( c )

<B-O-B

t2g - tg30

<B-O-B

I28 - l.s30

all B-0-B
1i n k a g e s

4-3lc
1.575^
134.5-

significant quantitative differences. The height of the Ap
peaksalong the B-O bonds in (OH)2BOB(OH)zare about
20% higher than in B(OH)3 with the Ap increase being
greater for the B-O(H) bond. We also find that the B-O
bridging peak is strongly dependentupon B-O-B angle,
with the 180'angle case showinga substantiallysmaller
chargebuildup than the casefor the 130'angle,near the
observedequilibrium value. For the 130'case there is
also a charge removal region separating the B-O(H)
bonds and a strong polarization oflone pair density away
from the B-O-B angle.
Three membered borate rings: BtO|- and H3B3O6

in the B-O-B plane. Such planar groupings are observed
in B2O3(Gurr er al. , 1970)and have been identified as the
minimum energy conformations in more extensive geometry studies(Fjeldberget al.,1980).
The geometryof H2BOBH2has been previously optimized by fieldberg et al. (1980)using a double zeta basis
set with an added O3d polarization function. Their values
of R(B-O) : 1.383and ZB-O-B : 126.6'arevery similar
to our 4-3lG + O3d values.We find that STO-3Gand 43lG basesalso give reasonablebond distancesand angles. As in the case of (SiHg)zO(Ernst er al., l98l), the
calculated LT-O-T increasesin going from STO-3G to 43lG basis, but the effect is considerably smaller in
magnitudethan it was for (SiH3)2O.
Similar calculations have been performed for (OH)2
BOB(OH)2(with R(B-O) : 1.379and R(O-H) = 0.964)
yielding minimum energy LB-O-B of 130' and 144' for
STO-3G and 4-3lG basis sets, respectively. Although
comparisonof the H2BOBH2 and (OH)2BOB(OH)2results is made difficult by the use of fixed B-H and B-O(H)
lengthsthe trend in calculated equilibrium angleis similar
to that observed in CNDO and ab initio calculationson
silicates(Tossell and Gibbs, 1978;Newton and Gibbs,
1980;G. V. Gibbs, pers. comm.) with the optimum T-OT angle increasing slightly as the saturator is changed
from H to OH.
An important property of a molecule or solid is the
electron density, p, which is easily calculatedfrom MO
wavefunctions and may be obtained experimentally from
accurate X-ray and neutron diffraction studies (Coppens
and Stevens, 1977). Our previous study of BO3- and
B(OH)3(Gupta and Tossell, l98l) concentratedupon the
difference electron density, Ap, which is the molecular
density minus the sum of the densities of the neutral
sphericalatoms. The differencedensity so defined has
been found to give useful information on charge transfer
and covalent bond formation. For BO]- the L,p map
showedchargetransfer from B to O, chargebuildup along
the B-O bond of magnitude0.30 electrons/A3 and lone
pair character on O.
The Ap contour maps for (OH)2BOB(OH), (R(B-O) =
1.3794)with B-O-B anglesof 130'and l80oare shownin
Figure l. The qualitative features of these maps are the
same as previously describedfor B(OH[ but there are

The cyclic metaborate ion BrOS-, in which three
borons and three oxygens alternate within a six-membered planar ring and each boron is bonded to an additional external oxygen, is found in K3B3O6(Schneider
and Carpenter,1970)and other metaborates.It shows a
distancefrom B to the internal (ring) oxygen of 1.398A
while the distance to the external oxygen is l.33lA.
Geometriesfor BrOS- and B3O6H3have been fully optimized at the STO-3Glevel and resultsare listed in Table
3. Although the calculated trends are in agreementwith
experiment the B-O external distance is seriously underestimatedeven for the calculation on the neutral cluster,
suggestingthat in the solid the additional cations exert a
bond lengthening efect greater than that of our H+
saturator. Note that the ZB-O-B calculated for B3O6H3
(l2l') and that observed for K3B3O6 023") are only
slightly smaller than those calculated for (OH)z
BOB(OH2)(130', STO-3G)and observedfor BzOr (128133).
Perturbation of B-O bond lengths by changes in
bond strength sum to orygen
To model bond length perturbation of the BO3 unit
produced by neighboringcations we have consideredtwo
systems:protonatedH2BOBH2 (i.e., H2BOHBHj); and
AIO2BO. All calculations were performed at the STO-3G
level. We find a R(B-O) in H2BOHBH2+whichis .086A
longer than in H2BOBH2(the <B-O-B is 127.8',essentially unchangedfrom H2BOBH2). For AIO2BO in C2u
symmetry with Al bonded to two oxygenswe find R(B-O)
of 1.480Afor O bonded to B and Al and l.2l2Afor O
bonded to B alone. The average R(B-O) in AIO2BO is
thus l.39lA, somewhat smaller than the 1.419A value
calculatedfor the BOI- anion. The elongationof the B-O
bonds by Al3+ is then either 0.09A or 0.06A depending
upon whether the AIO2BO average or BO3- is taken as
reference.
Although the AIO2BO species are probably purely
hypothetical,related speciesdo exist in the gas phase.
For example,Moore and Devlin (1978)studiedgaseous
LiO2NO by calculation and experiment and concluded
that it possesseda C2, geometryof the type assumedfor
AIO2BO and had an inequivalency of the N-O bond
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Fig. l. Electron density differences,Ap, between molecule and superimposedneutral sphericalatoms for (OH)rBOB(OH)z in the
plane ofthe molecule. Negative contours are dashed,zero contours dotted and positive contours solid. Contours changeby intervals
of 10.05 electrons(A)-'. (") angleBOB : 130' (b) angleBOB : 180'

distances. The bond to oxygen coordinated by Li was
found to be longer than that for the uncoordinatedoxygen
by 0.09A, consistent with qualitative bond length-bond
strength sum systematics.
The effect of secondneighbor cations upon bond length
is often described in terms of their electrostatic bond
strength which is defined as their formal charge divided

by their coordinationnumber (Pauling,1929).The bond
strengths to oxygen from H and Al in the clusters
considered are thus I and 312, respectively. A linear
relationship between bond strength received and bond
length has been noted by Baur (1970) and Ferraris and
Catti (1973) have shown that this approach yields the
expression AR : kAp for distorted oxide polyhedra, in
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Table 3. Calculated STO-3G equilibrium geometriesfor B3Oland B3O6H3compared with experimental geometriesin K3B3O5
and Na3B3O5

R(B-0 external)

o
(A)

<B-0 internal-B

(o)

L.279
125

1 289
727

1.33I,1.280
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which AR is the difference of the inequivalent M-O bond
distances, Ap the difference in bond strength sums received by the oxygens and k an empirical parameter. For
B-O bonds they give a k value of 0.0824 per bond
strengthunit. Clearly our calculatedbond elongationsare
of approximately the expected magnitude.
Corner-sharing silicate and borate tetrahedra
In borosilicates boron may exist either in three or four
coordinationin the presenceoftetrahedralsilicon(Ghose
and Wan, 1976). The bridging bond angle B-O-Si between tetrahedral B and Si varies from 120. to 135.
(Finneyand Kumbasak, 1970),but the meanvalue usually has a very narrow range of 125-128"(Ghoseand Wan,
1976;Wells, 1975).Calculationson the protonatedcluster
(OH)3SiOB(OH)3-,using the STO-3G basis ser and
holding Si-O, B-O and O-H bond length at values of
l.6ll, 1.472Aand 0.96A, respectively,anglesaround B
and Si at 109.5and B-O-H or Si-O-H anglesat l14. gave
a minimum energy angle at 125'. The variation of energy
with variation in bridging bond angle is rather steep at
both very small and very large angle but is small in the
range 120-l3l'. The calculated average and range of
bridgingangleare thus consistentwith experiment.Since
4-3lG calculations on the (OH)3SiOB(OH)3- cluster
would have been quite expensive,it was fortunate that
the STO-3G calculations yielded reasonable results.
Thesewere not an artifact of the fixed geometric parameters since a full STO-3G optimization of (OHISiOB(OHX
alsoyieldeda <Si-O-B of 125(andR(Si-O) = 1.60,R(BO) = 1.44;Chakoumakosand Gibbs, l98l; Gibbs,pers.
comm.).
Conclusions
The present results indicate that small basis set ab
initio SCF MO calculations on small molecular clusters
are adequatefor reasonableprediction ofbond anglesand
bond distancesin borate minerals. The appropriatenessof
such model calculationsfor solids is further supportedby
the similarity of observed gas phase and solid geometric
parameters. It is, therefore, possible to obtain both
absolute values of geometric parameters and trends in
such parameters with very modest computational etrort
for borate systems.
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